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Introduction

https://www.e-education.psu.edu/meteo300/node/711
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Cloud
Coupling

Cloud-PBL Coupling



What is the fundamental difference between 
coupled and decoupled clouds?

Cloud-PBL coupling is equivalent to cloud-surface coupling over land.
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Potential temperature Potential temperature Potential temperature

Su et al., 2022, ACP



Identification of cloud-PBL coupling 
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Dynamic evidenceRetrievals of cloud-PBL coupling

Su et al., 2022, ACP



Highlight in the 2022 DOE ARM Annual Report
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One of nine studies highlighted in the Annual Report



Cloud-PBL coupling leads to a strong interaction
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Blue line: mean PBLH from lidar
Red line: mean PBLH from gradient 

and wavelet methods
Pink dots: PBLH from radiosonde
Yellow dots: PBLH averaged from 

radiosonde with limited
sampling

Shaded areas: standard deviations

Su et al., 2020, RSE
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Cloud-PBL coupling affects PBL stability  

Su et al., 2023, GRL
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Cloud-PBL coupling alters PBL diurnal cycles

Solid Line: 
PBLH under different conditions

Dashed Line: 
Mean PBLH for all cases

Su et al., 2023, GRL



Cloud coupling changes responses of clouds to aerosols
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11Su et al., under review

Neglecting cloud coupling results in an 
underestimation of aerosol-cloud interactions
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• We have developed a lidar-based method to determine cloud-PBL

coupling over land.

• Our study reveals that the coupling process between clouds and the

PBL can largely change the PBL diurnal cycle.

• Our findings underscore the impact of cloud-surface coupling on

ACI, potentially advancing our ability to constrain aerosol indirect

radiative effects.

Take-Home Messages

(Su et al., 2020, RSE;  Su et al., 2022, ACP)

(Su et al., 2023, GRL)

(Su et al., under review)
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